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{Personal information for foreign fighters}  
The Islamic State of Iraq  
Name: Awas ‘Ali ‘Abd-al-Karim  
Alias: Abu-Uways  
Address: Dernah / Libya  
Telephone number: Home 0021881622193  
Birth Date:  
Arrival Date:  
Contribution:  
Valuables: Passport  
Coordinator: Bashar  
Where do you know the coordinator from: By the way of another brother  
How did you arrive to Syria?  
Stages of arrival to Iraq:  
Who are the people you met in Syria?  
What are their descriptions?  
How did the coordinator treat you in Syria? :  
How much money did you bring with you? 15,000 Liras  
How much money did they take from you in Syria?  
How did they take the money?  
Do you know any mujahidin supporters? What are their phone numbers?  
What is the extent of your relationship with them?  
Work:  
Occupation at home:  
Experience:  
Administrator Signature Day …….. Date …….. 



{Personal information for foreign fighters} 
 

 
The Islamic State of Iraq 
 
Name: ‘Aballah Salih ‘Abd-al-Karim Ibrahim 
Alias:  Abu-Ladin 
Address: Sana’a / Yemen 
Telephone number: Brother 009677712037482 / uncle 00967777623900 
Birth Date: 1973 
Arrival Date:  
Contribution:  
Valuables: passport 
Coordinator: ‘Abd-al-Hay / by way of Safwan 
Where do you know the coordinator from: ……………………………… 
How did you arrive to Syria? By plane 
Stages of arrival to Iraq: …………………………………………………. 
Who are the people you met in Syria? Abu-‘Abdallah / Abu-Rashid / Abu-Ahmad 
What are their descriptions? A tall Iraqi with a beard. 
How did the coordinator treat you in Syria? : ……………………………. 
How much money did you bring with you? ……………………………… 
How much money did they take from you in Syria? ……………………... 
How did they take the money? …………………………………………… 
Do you know any mujahidin supporters? What are their phone numbers? ……………. 
What is the extent of your relationship with them? ……………………………………. 
Work: Fighter / doctor (going to see Abu-Harb at Abu-Ghurayb) 
Occupation at home: Doctor 
Experience:  English language 
 
Administrator              Signature            Day ……..   Date …….. 
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